So you want to know more about...

*Gender, Women and Sexuality Studies covers so many fields - check out these courses and see what inspires you!*

**Feminist Data Interventions**

GWSS 202  Introduction to Critical Feminist Data Studies

GWSS 290  Gender and Digital Work

GWSS 448  Digital Capitalism and Data Colonialism

**Intersex, Trans, and Queer Studies**

GWSS 374  Introduction to Transgender Studies

GWSS 390  What is Sex?: Intersex Interventions

GWSS 464  Queer Desires

GWSS 474  Trans/Gender Queries
DECOLONIZING EMPIRE & GLOBAL ANALYSES

GWSS 230  Feminism and Democracy in Transnational Perspective
GWSS 272  Introduction to Gender and Fandom
GWSS 305  Gender and Feminism in an International Context
GWSS 328  Gender and Sexuality in China
GWSS 330  LGBTQ+ Politics in Transnational Perspective
GWSS 339  Social Movements in Contemporary India
GWSS 345  Women in International Economic Development
GWSS 372  Transnational Fandom Studies
GWSS 420  Gender and Sexuality in India
FEMINIST ART AND KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION

GWSS 235  Global Feminist Art
GWSS 241  Hip Hop and Indie Rock
GWSS 251  Gender and Popular Culture
GWSS 262  Gender and Sport
GWSS 325  Black Feminist Art and Performance
GWSS 332  Black Feminist Geographies
GWSS 451  Latina Cultural Production
GWSS 445  Feminist Science Fiction Studies